It was a triangular shaped piece of limestone, lime gray, with a perfect shell imprint right in the center.
	“Is that?” I began to ask.
	“From our Fossil Club, remember?” she finished.
I laughed almost mockingly at my step sister, Bridget, a mere two months younger than me.  I couldn’t believe she kept it.  To anyone else it was a simple rock, but it took us back.  We couldn’t have been but seven years old when we established our “Fossil Club”.  The “Fossil Club” began in the garage but later moved to the side of the house, beneath the creaky white stairs leading up to the basement entrance.  The house was of an old style and was the last place we lived in Omaha before being drug, kicking and screaming, or perhaps more realistically, sobbing and whining, to the rural life we initially dreaded but learned to cope with and accept.  It was a house of enormous proportions, containing four bedrooms, located on the top two floors as well as a full basement with full bar and a coal shoot, which we used most commonly as a slide.  Our home was a child’s paradise.  
	Lining the driveway were huge pieces of limestone.  This was where our adventure began.  We would collect these rocks, take them to our clubhouse beneath the stairs, and proceed to wash and polish each and every one in search of fossils, anything even remotely interesting.  The insane part was, this was extremely important to us, in the way that work was for our parents and boys were to our sisters.  As there is with any passion shared by two siblings, there came rivalry.  I cannot count the number of times I was kicked out of the club by Bridget.  This, incidentally, was the beginning of numerous competitive battles between the two of us, be it academics, high school sports, or who was the better daughter.  In all honesty, it was not until recently that Bridget and I have stopped “kicking one another out of the fossil club” and come to the realization that, by age 25, if there is only one member, it is not a club.  It is amazing how the simplest things hold the biggest value.           

